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Ford predicts wins
for dad on June 8
Bv Joe Wollet
Editor
"I think we could surprise some people in California." Jack Ford, son of
President Gerald R. Ford, said yesterday. "It's not going to be easy.
"From all indications that I've had, Mr. Reagan isn't neariy as strong in
California, say, as we were in Michigan."
In an exclusive interview with the News mid-flight from Piqua to Bowling
Green, Ford said he thinks his father will be able to win the simultaneous Ohio
and California June 8 primary elections. He also credited the President's
whistlestop tour of Michigan last Saturday as being a definite reason for the
outcome of the Michigan primary.
In Ohio as in other states. Ford said there is support for his father, but it
often is hard to get people to vote. He suggested extensive telephone operations
and last-minute personal campaigning as ways to encourage voting.
After the flight from Piqua, Ford met with students in the Falcon's Nest,
Union, and then dined with representatives of the student body and
administration.
Students swarmed around the Union oval awaiting his arrival. When Ford
finally arrived, almost an hour late, he plunged into the crowd to meet with
students in an apparent effort to win student voles for the President.
HE SAID earlier that the precincts the President carried most convincingly in
the Texas primary were student precincts.
"My father represents the basic ideals and die basic good common sense,
straightforwardness-noi the media, not the big PR promotion and so forth-that
I think is important if we're going to turn this country around." he asserted.
Ford said he thinks his fathei has demonstrated in 18 months "his honesty,
his straightforwardness, his willingness to gel out there and tell people exactly
what the situation is. not to be the master politician, say, that Richard Nixon
was.
"But when the President in the year of an election gets in front of the
Congress and the country and says the state of the nation is not good-you know
that's terrible from a political point of view.
"You just don't say that. But in fact that's the situation we faced at that time
and you have a choice: Am I going to tell the people and addiess them
straightforwardly and honestly and exactly the way it is. or Am I gonna bullshit
them?"
Questioned by students and autograph-seekers when he came to
campus yesterday. Jack Ford told listeners "I think my father set
an example of the type of man that this country can expect to
have as president." (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Close quarters prevail
as students flock to 'Nest'
to hear President's son
The crowd that gathered to see Jack
Ford at the University Union
yesterday was immense-far too large
for the Falcon's Nest it forced itself
into.
Inside, the humid spring air became
more dense as people climbed on
tables and chairs, and crowded elbow
to elbow in the narrow halls of the
lobby and the Nest.
Outside, on the Union Oval, hoards
of students rushed from one end of
the matted grass to another, trying to
anticipate where the President's son
would speak
NOT MANY students saw or heard
Ford because of the limited space.
Many people stood outside until the
rain drove them away.
Comments were made by students
about the lack of preparation for
Ford's visit. Some were disappointed
they did not see or hear the speech,
and others asked why the affair was
not held in the Grand Ballroom. Union
which would have comfortably held
more students.
Heckling began immediately with
shouts of "You pardoned Nixon!" and
"He's guilty and you know it!" Ford
remained composed. He turned and
removed his coat as a rivulet of sweat
darted down his face which shown in
the newsmen's spotlights.
"It's really stupid for them to have
him speaking in a small room like this.
There's got to be a better place where
we could at least see him."
ONE YOUNG woman from the

University of Toledo, while being
squeezed among other spectators said,
"I don't believe this. Don't you people
have any big buildings around this
college?"
"Is this Happy Hours, or what?"
"No. it's the Jack Ford Hour." shot
back a reply.
Necks craned and heads bobbed in
an attempt to catch a glimpse of Ford.
"Where is he?"
"Follow the television cameras,
willya? They have to know where he
is."
"Where is he?"
"He's in the corner."
"Nobodv can see him in the corner.
This is ridiculous!"
"What's he saying?"
"I think he's talking about
Watergate."
"I think I'm going to faint."
ONE OF THE few content faces
seen during the entire time was that of
a female University student. She
worked her way through the crowd
and said, "Well, I saw him." then
walked away.
Another said. "I came to see Jack
because I think he's cute. I really don't
care who's elected president."
"I wonder how many times a week
he gets his hair cut."
"He looks like his mother."
"What's he saying?"
"Whatever it is. it's not worth it."
"Good God, his answers are just as
wishy-washy as his father's."
Ford ended his talk and said he had
to leave. A girl stood up and shouted.
"Will you marry me?"

THE PRESIDENT'S honesty puts him levels above other candidates,
according to his son. Sometimes his lather is forced to make decisions that may
prove to be counter-productive to his campaign but productive for the country,
he added.
He attacked challenger Ronald Reagan by saying the President has been
endorsed by people who once worked for Reagan.
"There was a list of 40 people who had worked in the Reagan administration
at one time who had come out and endorsed us and had slated quite specifically.
"I've worked for the guy and as far as I'm concerned he's a lightweight and
doesn't have any business running for president.' "
According to the 24-year-old Ford, it look Ihe person who organized Reagan's
social security reform program three weeks to explain to Reagan what welfare
was, let alone welfare reform.
Among ihe Democratic presidential candidates. Ford said he has a tremendous
admiration for Rep. Morris K. Udall (D-Ariz.). He said that from knowing Udall
in Congress and seeing what a gcnUeman he is. Udall has distinguished himself in
his campaign.
WHEN ASKED about his feelings toward former President Richard M. Nixon
while his father was still a congressman. Ford said: "I worked lor Richard Nixon
in lQ72. I voted for him. At that time. I believed in Richard Nixon as I think
many people did. Probably just like everyone else, I'm terribly disillusioned with
a man who I don't think treated me fairly as a person. Once again. I think that
reflects back on his character and everything else."
Nixon has left an indelible mark on the presidency in some people's minds, he
said, but "I think we have done a very good job dealing with that and 1 think Ihe
political activity and motivation and excitement and commitment thai people
are making is a reflection of restoring some of that confidence and that trust in
our government. You know. I think we've come a long way in 18 months, which
ain't long."
Ford said he is sacrificing seven months to work on his father's campaign, not
just because his father is President, but because he is a concerned citizen.
"We're talking about the guys that are going to make Ihe decisions thai are
going to affect our lives for 10, 20, 30, 40. 50 years," he said. "We're going to
have lo live with the good decisions and Ihe bad decisions."
"I think my father set an example of the type of man thai this country can
expect to have as president," he said.

A survey of student attitudes toward the world energy
situation is being conducted by the Center for the Study of
Social Behavior, a group of faculty members from various
departments.
Questionnaires sampling attitudes, behavior patterns and
personal values are being sent to several hundred on-campus
students, according to Dr. Arthur G. Neal, professor of
sociology.
"The energy crisis will be one of the world's top
problems in the next three or four years," Neal said. "We
feel that the survey will be significant because these
students will be leaders in the future."
NEAL SAID the center later may conduct a community
survey in Toledo and a statewide poll. Results of the initial
student survey are expected to be compiled by late summer
and will be available to students and published in
professional journals, Neal said.
"We hope to determine the extent of students' feelings
of social responsibility and their willingness to accept

Cleveland spill expands;
weather delays cleanup
CLEVELAND (AP)-An abrupt
change in ihe weather yesterday
afternoon forced llic Coasl Guard to
interrupt its cleanup operations of an
oil spill which now has become more
difficult lo contain.
The oil spill, which occurred
Wednesday outside Cleveland harbor,
is estimated to be about 30,000
gallons and floating eastward in thick
globs, a Coasl Guard spokesman said.
Mild weather and calm waters had
prompted optimism ihal the spill
easily could be contained and Ihal
some of ihe oil could be pumped out
of the 250-foot barge which ran
aground Wednesday by a rocky
breakwater.
When Coasl Guard officials made a
closer inspection of the area yesterday,
they revised their estimate of Ihe oil
spill, which ihey had previously put al
about 8,000 gallons.

THE COAST GUARD said also that
il was securing a 50-man reserve unit
to inspect beaches between Ihe
Cuyahoga River and Ihe eastern
boundary of Cuyahoga County. The
reserves, whom the Coasl Guard said
would be on duly late yesterday or
early today, will clean up Ihe beaches
il the oil washes ashore.
The Gaelic Tugboat Co. barge out
of Grossc Isle, Mich, was being towed
by the lug Kinsale and was hauling a
load of healing fuel from Sun Oil Co.
in Toledo lo Marine Fueling Co. in
Cleveland.
The Coasl Guard said Ihe lug missed
ihe entrance lo the harbor and ihe tow
line caught in the lug's propeller,
breaking the barge loose. The barge
was carrying about 690.000 gallons of
fuel oil.

Candidates primed for Tuesday
By The Associated Press

President Ford may have gained
more while staying home yesterday
than the half-dozen other candidates
did running around in search of votes
for next
Tuesday's presidential
primary elections in six states.
The President's possible gain will
come on the eve of those primaries,
when New York's uncommitted
Republican delegates will hold a
meeting. After the meeting, Ford may

Behavior group polls attitudes
By Tom Schrock
Staff Writer

"My father represents the basic ideals and the basic good
common sense, straightforwardness...that I think is important if
we're going to turn this country around," Jack Ford said
yesterday. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

governmental constraints relating to energy consumption,"
Neal said. "Are students suspicious and distrustful of utility
companies and do they feel that the crisis has been
perpetuated by these companies?"
The questionnaire asks the extent to which the student
agrees or disagrees with statements such as.
"The government purposely plays up the energy crisis so
that people will accept higher energy costs."
"All possible attempts must be made to develop our
energy sources, even if it means damaging the
environment."
.
STATEMENTS REQUIRING value judgments in
business and economics also are included:
"In our economic system, workers do not get a fair share
of the benefits from what they produce."
The center is directed by Dr. John Paul Scott and
consists of faculty members from the departments of
history, biology and sociology and the environmental
studies center.
The survey is limited to on-campus students to save on
mailing costs, Neal said. "If it becomes apparent that an'
off-campus survey would yield significantly different
results, we will conduct another poll in the fall."

have more than 100 more delegates to
the party's national convention,
pushing him above Ronald Reagan in
GOP delegates.
NY State GOP Chairman Richard
Rosenbaum called for Ihe meeting
yesterday, two days after Ford won
the Michigan and Maryland primaries,
and Rosenbaum later told a reporter
he would push the uncommitted
delegates to switch their support to
Ford.
"THINGS HAVE progressed to the
proper point for New York State to
use our influence and exert our
leadership," Rosenbaum said in
announcing Ihe meeting.
After Tuesday's primaries. Ford had
435 delegates and Reagan had 522.
Uncommitted delegates totaled 372.
Ford was off the campaign trail
yesterday,
while
Reagan
was
campaigning in Arkansas.
On the Democratic side, supporters
of Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey formed a
committee to draft him for the
Democratic nomination. Committee
chairman Rep. Paul Simon (D-IU),
said the action was taken without
approval from Humphrey, who was
busy on the Senate floor when the
announcement was made.
'THERE ARE TIMES when the
office must seek the candidate," the
committee said. The former vice
president and 1968 candidate has said

he won't campaign actively bul would
accept a draft.
Even
without
Humphrey,
frontrunner Jimmy Carter faced what
seemed like a travel agent's nightmare:
trying to keep up with four
candidates vying for votes in six
primaries next Tuesday.
The candidates are Idaho Sen.
Frank
Church, California Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr.. Arizona Rep.
Morris K. Udall and Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace. All were out
pumping hands in several states
yesterday.
Church and Brown were in Nevada
and Oregon, Udall in Kentucky and
New Jersey and Wallace in Arkansas.
Carter could not be everywhere, but
he did manage to hit two states,
Nevada, which votes next" Tuesday,
and California, which votes June 8.
THAT LEFT two states holding
primaries next Tuesday without a
visiting presidential hopeful there
yesterday, Idaho and Tennessee.
Brown, who managed to gum up
Carter's bandwagon a little by besting
him in last Tuesday's Maryland
primary, was regarded as Carter's
strongest challenger in his state of
California and in neighboring Nevada.
Church, who beat Carter a week
earlier in the Nebraska primary, was
seen as a strong challenger in Oregon
and Idaho, his home state.
After New York state chairman
Rosenbaum's announcement of the
delegate meeting, he was asked by a

reporter if he was asking die
delegation lo support Ford.
"That's accurate," he replied.
NEW YORK has 154 GOP
delegates, and 26 have already
declared for Reagan or said they
would. Observers said Ford would
likely get about 100 of the other
delegates.
A switch by New York Republicans
to Ford would come after six months
of Rosenbaum's attempts to hold
delegates
to
a
"united
and
uncommitled"
stance.
The
uncommitted stance was a reversal of a
Ford endorsement dropped when Vice
President Nelson A. Rockefeller
announced he did not want the second
spot on the GOP ticket in November.
The former New York governor,
still the power in state GOP politics,
picked Rosenbaum as chairman, and
sources said yesterday that he now has
signaled Ihe chairman lo throw New
York's weight behind the President.
IN NEIGHBORING New Jersey,
Udall was pushing for votes in that
state's June 8 primary. He said he
expected to do well against Carter
there and in Ohio, which also votes
June 8.
"If 1 beat him in New Jersey, it will
slow his momentum and give me a big
push going into the convention," Udall
said.
He also said he has a better chance
at the nomination than Brown and
that the convention probably would
not choose Humphrey because he has
not been through the primaries.
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ucro does cooperate
By Matt M cGookey
Public Relations Chairman
Union Activitei Organization

upcac concerns
Almost 200 years ago, the First Amendment of the Constitution
set guidelines for freedom of the press But it seems our founding
fathers forgot to tell the University Police-Community Advisory
Committee (JPCAC) about those freedoms.
For the second time this quarter, UPCAC is trying to tell the News
how to run our paper. The first time the committee suggested that
the News print all police reports, a request which is out-of-bounds
because of the frequent lack of space in the newspaper for campus
and national news items.
Wednesday, UPCAC took another crack at us, saying we shouldn't
print the names of people involved in crimes because reputations
could be tainted.
This request may even be more unreasonable than the former.
The police blotter is, in the first place, public record an really isn't
any big secret. The names of criminals and victims should not be
' withheld.
If the committee is suddenly so worried about reputations being
harmed because of acquittals of criminals, then it might be
concluded that UPCAC doesn't rate the abilities of the University
Police very highly.
Furthermore, few people raise questions when larger metropolitan
newspapers, such as The Blade and The Plain Dealer, name crime
victims or suspects. UPCAC apparently must feel that because the
News is a campus newspaper, we are not entitled to print such
information. The fact is, the First Amendment applies to all
newspapers.
The committee members also should note the News doesn't
normally publish names in police reports involving less-than-major
incidents. If we would print names of every person who stole a roll
of toilet paper or was caught littering, the committee's
recommendation might be justified. But the fact is, we don't.
It is somewhat ironic that UPCAC first asked the News print all
reports, then turn around and say some portions of those same
reports should be deleted.

Gust Columnist
This letter is written in regard to
Donnell While's interview with Elnor
X Stubbs. adviser to the Black Student
Union
(BSU) and the Board of
Black Cultural Affairs (BBCA), and the
subsequent story that appeared in
Wednesday's edition of the News.
Ms. Stubbs was quoted as saying
that the BSU and the BBCA "have
attempted to work with the Union
Activities Organization (UAO) but
have been ignored."
She was also quoted as saying that a
working relationship between UAO
and minority organizations has not
become a reality and that minority
participation is unwanted in UAO.
Initially, we at UAO can say that
unless Ms. Stubbs was misquoted, she
has made her comments without
sufficient knowledge of what UAO has
done this year in an effort to stimulate
minority
involvement
in
our
organization.

Lerrers
prices

■n a recent article headlined "Prices
Compared al Four Local Groceries",
your staff writer chose to draw a
conclusive opinion from a 14-item
selection as a sampling at the four
major supermarkets in Bowling Green.
From a statistical viewpoint, we
question the sampling technique. Your
staff
writer's listing was not
representative and cannot qualify as a
conclusion to be drawn regarding the
entire store. The writer had obviously
not defined the "Population"... and as
evidenced by the narrow range of
categories tested, it appears that
thorough planning was absent.
Additionally, since marketing and
pricing strategy is a part of every
retailer's responsibility, one must
review carefully the pricing policies of
the respective supermarkets and
intelligently shop the shelves of the
local supermarkets. Recent research by
a trade magazine indicates that
consumers have no clear "fix" on
prices, and often understate the
Item
Close-Up Toothpaste
Crest Toothpaste

Size
6.4 oz.
7.0 oz.

current price by a wide margin. Thus,
we feel the strength in an Everyday
Low Price marketing and pricing
strategy is enhanced, resulting in
hundreds of items which are
maintained at low-price levels for
extended time periods. Our Company
believes in the program and believes it
is in the best interest of the consumer
to maintain the widest possible range
of items for maximum selection at
low-pricing levels.
Finally, to review and rigidly
purchase the exact items on a list
similar to the one presented in the
article in question would be
unproductive and expensive for the
consumer concerned about "tight
money". Let me sight some examples
which were available to your staff
writer had the shopping guide been
more intelligently developed for your
readers.
The alternative items listed below
were available at Great Scot and would
have provided the following savings
had your staff writer used "Our
Examples."
Your Example Our Example
.99
A savings of 15 cents
.84

Anacin
Bayer Aspirin

100 Ct.
100 Ct.

1.49

A savings of 55 cents
.94

Milk - Plastic
Milk - Thrifty

Gallon
Gallon

1.59

A savings of 34 cents
1.25

Heinz Catsup
Hunt's Catsup (on the shelf)

14 oz.
14 oz.

.47

A savings of 8 cents
39

Margarine No.l
lib.
Margarine No.2 (in the dairy ase) 1 lb.

.59

A savings of 20 cents
J9

Prell Shampoo
Suave Shampoo

II 01.
l6oi

1.48

A savings of 82 cents
.66

Scope Mouthwash

18oi.

1.49

A savings of 2 cents
per oz. or 36 cents
.88

■ Liiterine Mouthwash

14 oi.

UAO PROGRAM Director Jim
Stofan was quoted in the May/June
edition of the Electric Blanket as
follows: "All UAO committees want
to
meet
the
ever-changing
entertainment needs of students and
welcome your suggestions and future
participation."
His quote sums up the reasons why
UAO has arranged meetings with
minority groups and dorm councils.

and why UAO has surveyed the
interests of faculty and staff. It also
explains why UAO has cooperated,
cosponsored events and shared
facilities
with
many
campus
organizations.
We want the university community
to have the best possible activities and
entertainment. And we think that we
have provided the university with a
top-notch activities schedule this year.
This letter has attempted to give the
specifics
of
UAO's
working
relationship
with
minority
organizations. Even though UAO has
no more regulariy scheduled meetings
this quarter, I would be the first to
arrange a special board meeting if Ms.
Stubbs or any other individual or
organization requests such a meeting
to air their views or clear up
misunderstandings.

speaking out-

jean day fades out
By Bill Saunder*
Wire Editor

The BG News welcomes and encourages all letters to the editor. Letters
may comment on other letters, columns, editorials or may address any
subject a student, faculty member or other reader feels the need to comment
on.
We ask, however, that all letters remain in good taste and in accord with
the laws of libel. No personal attacks on another person will be allowed.
The News maintains the right to edit or reject letters and columns.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten and triple-spaced.
All letters and guest columns must indued the author's name, address and
telephone number and be signed. They can be dropped off or mailed to the
BG News, 106 University Hall. Letters are subject to verification.

UAO. a commuter representative has
been attending UAO board meetings
regularly this spring and has been
considered quite welcome.
UAO is alwavs open to suggestions
and justified criticism. But for Ms.
Stubbs to say that "in most cases our
(BSU-BBCA) phone calls have not
been relumed or meetings have been
forgotten" is simply incorrect.

LET ME state the specifics in regard
to a working relationship between the
organizations.
--UAO has discussed and offered
advice on the specifics of cost analysis
involved in the planning of concerts
for the BSU.
--UAO has allowed the BSU and any
other organization the use of its film
catalog file for selection and pricing of
movie programs.
-UAO and the BSU will be
cosponsoring a concert next fall
featuring the disco band "Shotgun."
Certainly UAO has not ignored the
BSU or other minority organizations,
nor have we prohibited the formation
of a working relationship. The
preceding points attest to UAO's
cooperation with the organizations.

It also doesn't seem that the purpose of UPCAC is to meddle in
the policies of The BG News. If some changing is needed, the staff is
more than capable and the University standing committee on
publications is there to handle any special problems.
UPCAC should note that newspapers in this country are
guaranteed freedom of the press and the committee was formed to
assist and advise the University Police, not to act as information
gatekeepers.

let's hear from you

CONCERNING
minority
participation in UAO, President Dale
Hoose sent letters to all minority
groups and organizations during the
weeks preceding January 26 and
February 18 inviting the organizations
to
minority
membership
and
programming meetings on those days.
Copies of the letters have been
retained in our files.
Letters were sent to such groups as
BSU, Latin Student Union. World
Student
Association,
Graduate
Student Senate and the Commuter
Center inviting them to attend the
meetings.
This attempt to initiate a forum of
suggestions and advice concerning
programming and to increase minority
involvement in UAO brought replies
only from the WSA and the Commuter
Center. Only the Commuter Center
has continued direct contact with

""The great Blue Jean Day has come
and gone, leaving little behind except a
few emptier closets and a lot of bad
feeling toward the iUniversity's gay
population.
As I looked around yesterday. I
noticed perhaps a few less faded blue
legs loafing down the sidewalks than
usual but the air was filled with
something new to BG-comments of
resentment about a previously ignored
group on campus, the Gay Union.
The controversy started last

Atotal savings of $2.50 in only
seven items. Hundred of similar
examples could be drawn for your
review; however, the point for all
consumers is to shop intelligently and
with a degree of flexibility.
Your staff writer concludes that
"although conveniently located, Great
Scot is more expensive in most
areas..." We would argue that the
seven below examples inserted with
the results of the test could result in a
similar-type
conclusion
to
the
contrary - that Great Scot is by far the
least expensive in most areas. We
would not make that suggestion but
would
recommend
that careful
shopping is in order!
It will continue to be our policy to
offer in Bowling Green the widest
variety, highest quality andmost
competitive everyday low prices.
Money is tight and no one is more
aware than we are and through this
type of planning, we will continue to
earn your trust.
Michael S. Needier,
President
Great Scot Supermarket

explanation
As members of the Bowling Green
Gay Union we felt it was important, in
the aftermath of Blue Jean Day, to
explain our rationale for staging this
event.
What we had hoped to accomplish
was to instigate a dialogue on the
campus community concerning gay
issues. We wanted people to start
talking, thinking, and expressing their
feelings about the issue. It is clear we
did accompUsh that, the campus was
buzzing! We appreciate those people
who chose to spend the time to make
clearly intelligent responses. We hope
that the dialogue, which was begun in
this humorous way, will continue after
Blue Jean Day is all over.

Wednesday, when an advertisement
sponsored by the Gay Union appeared
in the News. It announced that the
group had, lor some reason, taken
upon itself to proclaim May 20 as
"Blue Jean Day," in "an effort to
better serve the needs of the gay
community in BG." The promotion
continued in yesterday's classifieds,
with cute little reminders such as.
"Did you remember to wear your
jeans today''"
My initial reaction to the ad was
one of amusement that anyone could
find such a cleverly sarcastic way of
proving that gays are, on the surface,

indistinguishable from the rest of the
world. Since everybody wears jeans,
the ad suggested to me that the Gay
Union was challenging the student
body to make such an identification
yesterday.
But the ad wasn't clear, a lot of
students took it the wrong way, and
the result was a big backfire in the
snerking faces of the gays on this
campus. Especially hurt was the Gay
Union, which was previously pretty
well-respected among those who were
aware of its existence.
Many students interpreted the ad as
not 10 much a challenge to make the

ON THE other hand, at no time did
we intend to try to get an "accurate
count" of the number of gay people
on campus. That would be obviously
impossible. We did want to point out,
however, that the next lime you begin
lo ridicule gay people, that the people
you are hassling may be among your
best friends.
Blue Jean Day was only a cover for
a more important issue. The fact is
that in this Bicentennial year, an
estimated 20 million people are still
being denied personal rights as
Americans. To bring this close to
home, the figures mean thai about one
in ten of the people you meet are
likely to be gay or bisexual.

but that is of course an individual's
decision.

For those who felt thai their "rights
lo wear blue jeans" were being
infringed on, we agree that wearing
blue jeans does not give us or anyone
else the right lo label you "gay." In
this sense we may have infringed on
your "rights to wear blue jeans." We
have not, however, infringed on
employment, housing, as well as the
right to privacy.
For many of us making our
sexuality known is an important step.

Bui whether we have helped or
hindered our fight for personal
freedom, the fact remains lhat for a
short time on this, all too often, silent
campus, people's feelings "were
coming out."
Christine Cummins
1307 N. Michigan
Toledo
Glen Slrobel
839 4th St. No. 6
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News, 106 University Hall.
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Board.
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10* Unrnaraity Hall
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identification, but as a challenge to '
prove one's heterosexuality by not i
wearing jeans.
,
Some objected to the infringnienl
by a few self-righteous gays to force '
the rest of us to change our dress style. <
Others expressed a newfound open
resentment to gays on campus with
comments like. "No fag is ever gonna '
tell me how to dress." Thursday suddenT
ly became "Rag a Fag Day" to many of
those who did change dress and advised
punching out anyone caught wearing '
jeans.
Others went ahead and wore blue (
jeans in an attitude of defiance toward
(he gays, with the stipend that they'd '
be willing to find other ways lo prove <
their heterosexuality if called upon to,
do so.
The
a'llightened minority of"
reasonable University students simply .
ignored the whole big deal.
Regardless, the day was a failure-if
the Gay Union's goal was to bring'
around any new, positive attitude <
toward gays on campus.
And just what was their goal in
placing the ad?
To make people start talking about
I he gay issues of the community might
be a worthwhile reason, but the kind
of "talk" incited by the unsuccessful'
stunt yesterday was certainly harmful,
to the gay cause. A more viable means
of making those issues publically
known must exist.
'
If one of the things the Gay Union,
is after is "the right to privacy" for
any two consenting adults to do'
whatever they want to do. an>
apathetic public would seem to be,
convenient. And that's generally what
they had here-until yesterday.
Suddenly, students see gays as*
either trying to slap the face of the,
heterosexual masses or as actively
trying lo seek recognition of*
themselves as something proudly
unique.
,
Surely ihe Gay Union's attempts to
bring together gay people for social
functions and to combat illegal hiring'
practices or discrimination against
them because of their personal
preferences, are worthwhile reasons
for its existence.
'
But the ad last Wednesday, or the
ad the way most people interpreted it,
is a setback to the gay cause on
campus, no matter how you look at it.
Once the bad feeling created-or at
least surfaced-by the great Blue Jean
Day subside, the Gay Union must face
itself with ihe task of cleaning up it's '
new image.
'
If the group seeks more than
student apathy, then another, more
honest and open appeal to the public
must be made to create the desired
attitude.
,
Something better than Blue Je;
Day.

¥
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day in review
From Associated Preaa Reports
THE EARTHQUAKE that hit Soviet
central Asia on Monday caused deaths
and injuries, left more than 10,000
persons homeless, and destroyed many
homes and businesses, the Soviet news
agency Tass said yesterday.
"A number of people were killed and
there were injured," Tass said in the first
report of casualties.
The quake was followed by "terrible
rain storms" which caused mud and rock
slides that "inflicted material damage and
caused casualties" in three central Asian
republics, the Soviet news agency said.
For the first time, it reported that the
damage had spread from the Uzbek
republic to the neighboring Tadzhik and
Turkmen republics.
Teams of builders, machinery, food
and medicine continued to stream into
the earthquake zone, where army troops
were, helping with the relief work, Tass
said.

TYPHOON OLGA swept across the
Philippines' eastern coast yesterday
causing seven deaths in the worst flooding
in the Manila area in 30 years, authorities
said.
At least 10,000 persons were forced
from their homes in neighboring Quezon
City after the storm dumped more than
16 inches of rain on the city. Tens of
thousands of commuters were stranded in
Manila and emergency refugee centers
were set up in churchsand schools.
Navy frogmen rescued 71 persons from
a swamped* residential area just outside
Manila. Ten persons were reported
missing in the metropolitan area.
More than 1,500 persons were trapped
by six feet of water in their homes in
suburban Mandaluyong.
•

A FLASH FIRE ripped through the
former United States pavilion al the Expo
67 World's Fair site in Montreal
yesterday. Fireman said it left the fame
geodesic dome a blackened metal
skeleton within 15 minutes.
One man who was inside the building
when the blaze broke out was
unaccounted for. firemen on the scene
said.
The man was one of a team of welders
working at the pavilion. Reg Campeau,
assistant chief of the Montreal Fire
Department, said the fire may have been
started by a spark from a welder's torch.
The acrylic outer shell of the
dome-shaped structure was totally
destroyed, leaving only the charred
aluminum tubing that formed the
distinctive framework of the dome
designed by US architect R. Buckminster
Fuller.

ISRAEL
HAS
PROPOSED
an
eight-point Mideast peace plan envisaging
big power withdrawal to the sidelines and
calling for a disarmament program in the
region, the Israeli ambassador to Britain
said yesterday in London.
Ambassador Gideon Rafael said the
plan has been submitted to key powers,
including the United States and Britain.
The envoy returned last week to his
London post after consultations with the
Israeli government.
Rafael said in an exclusive interview
with The Associated Press that an
Arab-Israel moratorium on multibillion
dollar weapons programs would permit
both sides to pitch in for "a peace fund"
to resettle refugees and develop the
region.
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SEN. HUBERT H
HUMPHREY
I D-Mmn), whether he liked it or not. had
a committee formed, yesterday to draft
him for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
"Our aim is to meet the needs of the
nation, not to accommodate the wishes
of an individual." Rep. Paul Simon
(D-Hl.), chairman of the committee, told
a news conference.
There are times, he added, "when the
office must seek the candidate."
Humphrey has declared repeatedly that
he would not enter any Democratic
presidential primaries. He has said he
would reassess his inactive candidacy
after the last primaries are held on June
8.
Humphrey also has emphasized he
would be available if the Democratic
convention offered him the nomination.

THE US SENATE voted 44-37
yesterday to delay production of the
controversial and costly Bl bomber until
after the presidential inauguration next
year.
It adopted an amendment by Sen.
John C. Culver (D-lowa) delaying the
ultimate decision until Feb. I, 1977. 12
days after the inauguration.
The Culver amendment would require
the President to certify the plane is
essential to national defense.
The Senate earlier had voted 48-33 to
reject an amendment by Sen. George
McGovern (D-SD) which would have
halted Bl production altogether by
deleting some $1 billion from the pending
$3l.9-million military procurement bill.
Culver said the Bl has not been
adequately flight-tested and that there is
insufficient data to justify Senate
approval of a project which ultimately
could cost S 21.6 billion or mote.

With the fall 1976
freshmen class narrowed
down to slightly more than
3,600
applicants.
the
College
of Arts and
Sciences,
with
1.330
incoming
freshmen,
accounts for more than 36
per cent of the total
freshmen enrollment.
Freshmen entering the
College of Business
Administration number 943
or 26 per cent of the total,
making this the second
largest college for entering
freshmen.
The College of Education
is third with 891. followed
by the College of Health
and Community Services
with 316 and the College of
Musical Arts with 158.
THE FIGURES for the fall
1976 freshmen class are not
final because between 200
and 300 of those accepted
eventually will not attend
the University.
Based or final statistics
of the freshmen classes of
1974 and 1975. some trends
ara) evident. The College of
Health and Community

Services has increased by
nearly four per cent since
fall 1974.
A 1.6 per cent increase
was seen in the College of
Musical Arts. In contrast, a
decrease is reflected by the
College of Education with a
4.6 per cent decline.
The Colleges of Business
Administration and Arts
and Sciences have remained
relatively stable although
the College of Business
Administration was the first
to close admissions for
entering freshmen.
SEX
RATIO within
colleges also have changed
during the last three years.
In the College of Business
Administration, the number
of entering women has
increased from 38 per cent
in 1974 to 47.4 per cent for
1976. The percentage of
females also has increased in
the College of Health and
Community Services and
the College of Musical Arts,
although less dramatically.
The percentage of males
has increased in both the
College of Arts and Sciences
(5.2 %) and the College of
Education (3.2%)..

Undeclared majors make
up over 24 per cent of next
fall's freshmen class with 13
per cent of this total being
women.
Accounting is the single
largest major for incoming
freshmen with 230 students.
Other
popular majors
include biology, elementary
education, home economics,
journalism,
nursing,
psychology and special
education.
HOME
ECONOMICS.
elementary
education,
speech
education and
executive secretarial majors
are predominantly women,
psychology and journalism

ENTERING FRESHMEN
College
Arts A Sciences
Business Adm.
Education
Health A Comm.
Music

1974
I.2S6
898
988
160
92

I97S
1.146
959
831
282
139

1976
1.330
943
891
316
158

Totals

3,394

3.357

3.638

• 1976 figures are not final.

OANCC!
The Rites of Spring
telebrcrtion under the stars'
WrndpiRacfo^
&00pmfSot.May22
AWJAL presenfafion
featuring recording artists
It'sfree!

AMERICAN FOREIGN policy will
remain essentially unchanged no matter
who is elected president. Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger told a North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
meeting In Oslo, Norway, according to
diplomats who heard his speech.
Kissinger also told the group that
Soviet leaders arc under some temptation
from ideologists to use their growing
military strength, but he does not think
the Soviet Union is bent on world
domination.
Kissinger, the first speaker at the
meeting, gave his address behind closed
doors to foreign ministers of the
15-member NATO alliance.

*••••••••••••••*
RUBBER WORKERS exhausted their
strike reserve fund as the nationwide
deadlock with the big four tiremakers
dragged yesterday, its 30th day.
Ike Gold, secretary-treasurer of the
United Rubber Worktrs, said in Akron
that this week's reduced $25 benefit
checks were the last the 60,000 strikers
would get unless action was taken to
replenish the fund.
The benefit was cut from $35 earlier
this week to stretch the money as far as it
would go.
A special convention set for next
Thursday in Chicago is to consider special
assessments on the rest of the URW's
190,000 members.
Meanwhile, the strike against Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., B.F. Goodrich Co.,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. and
Uniroyal Inc. has forced layoffs among
nonstriking personnel in warehouses and
synthetic rubber plants.

also are primarily composed
of women with 66 and 65
per
cent
respectively.
Accounting also has a large
number of females with
women representing more
than 41 per cent of its
majors.
In the College of Arts and
Sciences,
the
leading
declared major is home
economics with 93. Other
leading
majors include
biology (85), psychology
(79) and art (71). Some
majors can be declared in a
number
of
different
colleges. Undeclared majors
in Arts and Sciences number
411.
Nearly 25 per cent of the

THETA CHI HOUSE
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Spec/a/ Rates
2 bdrm. furn. apts.
Laundry Facilities, Lounge,
Air Cond. & Ample Parking

£

288-1462 J
352-1778 J

"710 7th St.

handles
consumer
housing
merchandise and
any other
complaints
students have.

Come to the

ALPHA CHI OMEGA FORMAL
SEE YA THERE I

THERE ARE MANY WAYS OLDE
ORCHARD CONDOMINIUMS CAN
BE JUST RIGHT' FOR YOU
Building's appearance is of
custom, single family home.

THINK OLDE ORCHARD

REDUCED SUMMER RATE

Single car garage for each
unit, plus guest parking

Piedmont Apartments - 8th St. & High
Haven House Manor - 1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.

APTS. & HOUSES —

furnished & unfurnished

THINK OLDE ORCHARD
Each condominium uni( hii a
semi-enclosed patio aria

THINK OLDE ORCHARD
A BEAUTIFUL CONDOMINIUM HOME
LOCATED JUST MINUTES AWAY
FROM DOWNTOWN. OR ALMOST ANYPLACE
OUeOnhifdhNt«J*lAm*hef<«wd«tmi«ium It tut I niqwe Utulftm
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•
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MODEL OPEN - 15 DAILY

Phone 352 9378

Leasing Office at Cherrywood Club

8th & High St.

ELEMENTARY
education is popular with
132 majors in the College of
Education.
Speech
education and personal
health are the next two
largest majors with 89 and
76 majors respectively.
Nearly
140
education
majors are undeclared.
With more than 38 per
cent of its majors, nursing is
the
largest
major of
incoming freshmen in the
College of Health and
Community Services. Social
work
and
medical
technology are the next two
largest majors within this
college which also has 32
undeclared majors.
The College of Musical
Arts has more than half of
its declared majors (77) in
music education and '14
undeclared majors.
The ratio of men and
women in the fall 1976
freshmen class will be
approximately 63 to 37.
This compares with a female
percentage of 61.8 per cent
in the freshmen class of
I97S and 62.9 per cent in
1974.

COME OUT FROM UNDER
YOUR SHELL

NOW LEASING t
FOR
*
JSUMMER QUARTER*
4

College
of
Business
Administration
freshmen
will be accounting majors
making it the largest major
in the college. Journalism
and executive secretarial are
the next largest majors.
More than 280 incoming
freshmen are registered in
the College of Business
Administration but have not
declared a major.
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A&S draws incoming freshmen

©toe (l^rcfjatb (S

2 and 3 bedroom
condominium! available
All appliances included

THINK OLDE ORCHARD
Central air. Garage with
automatic door closer

THINK OLDE ORCHARD
Construction of finest
workmanship

THINK OLDE ORCHARD
IN THREE MEADOWS
CALL COLLECT
CALL 874-7567
FOR APPOINTMENT

CONDOMINIUMS'IN THREE MEADOW S
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Folk festival features music, food, auction
Traditional Folklore of northwest Ohio will be featured
at the three-day Black Swamp Folk Life Festival which will
begin today at noon outside the stadium.
The festival is part of the Ohio College Bicentennial
Program o( the Ohio American Revolution Bicentennial
Advisory Commission. According to Dr. Joseph Arpad,
festival director, preparations for the event began in March
when the University was awarded a S27.0OO grant by the
National Endowment for the Arts in Washington DC.
Arpad said he applied for the grant in the fall and offered
a class teaching the theory of folk life festivals.

City Ramblers, featuring Mike Seeger, oldtime and
bluegrass guitanst.
The Ramblers will perform from 6-7
tonight, 3-4 pjn. tomorrow and 1:30-2:30p.m. Sunday.
The Dulcimer Alliance from Lima, will perform
Appalachian music and ballads from 1-3 p.m. today,
ll:30-noon tommorrowand I-1:30 p.m. Sunday.
The "king guitarist among guitarists," Norman Blake,
will perform at 6 p.m. tomorrow sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization.
At 6 p.m. tomorrow, the Hot Mud Family, a group from
southwest Ohio that specializes in performing at festivals,
will play ragtime and bluegrass music.

THE FESTIVAL will feature 10 musical groups, a
Addling contest, cooking and baking demonstrations, log
cabin building, traditional dancing and a crafts sale.
Among the scheduled musical groups is the New Lost

THE MORRIS Brothers, a West Virginia duo that has
won several awards, will be fiddling and playing banjos at 3
p.m. today, 2 p.m. tomorrow and 3 p.m. Sunday.

Class' slated performance of comedy
a possible American theatrical first
By Beth Rooney
University students have
an opportunity to witness
an
unusual
theatrical
experience Monday.
For the first lime in
America, the Greek satyr
play "The Cyclops" will be
presented by members of
Dr. Charles R. Boughton's
"Staging
the
Classic"
theater class.
The performances will be
at 1 and 7 p.m. Monday on
the Ridge Street balcony of
the
Student
Services

Building.
Both
performances are free and
open to the public.
THE PLAY WAS written
in approximately 440 B.C.
by Euripides, the most
popular comic writer of his
day. It is the only complete
play
of its genre in.
existence, and director John
Countryman.
teaching
fellow in speech, said this is
probably (he first time the
entire
play
has
been
performed in America.
Euripides adapted the

storyline
almost
wholly
from Book IX of Homer's
"Odyssey."
The
action
concerns the hero Odysseus,
who attempts to resue
himself and a group of
satyrs half-horse, half-man
creatures that worship the
god of wine and fertility,
(Dionysis) from the salvery
imposed by the one-eyed
monster, Cyclops.
The satyr play "is a
strange genre-it's based on a
tragic form, but it has
elements of burlesque and
comedy," Countryman said.

THE

"For example, the satyr
dances are very funny."
Performers include Paul
Causman as the father of
the satyrs, Silenus, Eric
Vaughn as the man-eating
Cyclops, Polyphemus; and
Jim Marino as Odysseus.
The chorus is composed ob
BUI Lapish, Dan Meek, Rob
Morgan, and Fred Bracken.
Other supporting loles are
held by Tim Taylor and
Steve Bailous.
Ruth Seligman designed
the costumes, and chorus
leader
Bracken
was
choreographer
for
the
Siklnnis or satyr dances.

Other groups scheduled to perform at the festival are:
the Victor Gonzalaz Band, a Texas group concentrating on
traditional Mexican music; the Bigelow Family Band, a
26-member senior citizens band from Bowling Green; EZ
Chicago, a polka group comprised of Polish teenagers; the
Front Porch, a bluegrass band and the 80-member Calvary
Baptist Church Young Adult Concert Choir.
Many of the groups will also conduct workshops and
teach participants to play and construct some traditional
musical instruments.
Running continuously tomorrow and Sunday, will be a
fiddling con lest divided into three catagones: persons under
21, between 21 and 60 and more than 60 years old.
Everyone is invited lo participate and cash prizes of $100,
$S0, and $25 will be awarded in each calagory.
ARPAD SAID fiddlers from Ohio, Michigan. Indiana.
Pennsylvania. Wcsl Virginia and Kentucky are expected to
participate in the contest.
Cooking and baking demonstrations of delicacies from
countries such as Mexico, Greece and Germany will be
featured. The audience will be able to learn how to make
the foods and will be invited to sample them.
Each person who attends Ihe festival is inviied lo bring
an eight-inch square patch decorated with his name,
birlhdale and hometown. The patches will be incorporated
into the Folk Life Festival Quilt which will be sewn by
members of local quilting organizations.
Patches will be judged for the most elaborate, most
unusual, best iraditional and best contemporary design.
The quilt will be displayed for six months at the
Huntinglon Gallery in Columbus and will be offered to the
Smithsonian Institute for display. The measurements of the
finished quilt will be senl lo the Guinnes Book of World
Records.
CONSTRUCTION of a log cabin began yesterday near
the stadium. A crew of six men arc building Ihe cabin
which will later be moved lo a Bowling Green park. The
city provided all the materials for Ihe 12 by 15 foot cabin.
The men plan to complete the cabin by 5:30 p.m. Sunday
when it is lo be dedicated. The Rev. A. Eugene Keil will

SUMMER RATES
Furnished Efficiencies

H*£>

1976
KEY

Throughout the three days of the festival, exhibits of
weaving, candle-making, glass blowing, needlework,
woodworking, basket weaving, chair caning, silver and
gunsmithing, and musical instrument-making will be
offered.
Sheep shearing, cow and goat milking, butter churning,
open fire cooking and pig culture booths will be featured
during all three days of the festival.
All of these exhibits will be on display from noon-6 pjn.
each day.
THREE auctioneers will conduct the auction of an entire
farm Saturday. Persons are asked to bring any saleable
merchandise to the festival and it will be auctioned on
consignment.
Other displays will include antique farm machinery such
as steam threshers and Iraclors. and antique cars made in
Toledo during the l')20s and '30s. 'The Paulding Fire
Department will display their Model-T fire engine.
Mexican-American dancing and square dancing are on the
agenda for *> tonight. Ethnic and square dancing will be
conducted tomorrow.
The Black Swamp Almanac will be on sale for 50 cents at
the festival. It contains "bits of logic, formulas for good
cookery, weather prognostications, humor and poetry.
The almanac is the brainchild of Ihosc who worked on Ihe
festival and includes .i composite history of ihe Black
Swamp region.
Arpad said he expects 15.000 persons each day at the
festival if the weather is good. All events are free and open
to the public.

COME TO THE
WOOD
BEYOND
THE WORLDI

GREEN VIEW APTS<

Call 352-0717

Special Summer Rates

NEW ENGLISH
200 SECTIONS
IN

FANTASY!

Call or stop at

IS
THE

"°John Cohen, a member of the New Lost City Ramblers,
will conduct an Ethnographic Film Workshop at 4 pjn.
loday, 3 p.m. tomorrow and 12:30 p.m. Sunday. "Musical
Holdouts^" his most recent film, will be shown at each
workshop.

1 Bedroom Furnished from $100 mo.
2 Bedroom Furnished from $1 IS mo.

224 E. Wooster for list

HERE

prayers.
A blacksmithingcontest will be held at 1 p.m. tomorrow.
The contest will feature several blacksmiths who will race
the clock and be judged on the time and the quality of their

NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER & FALL QTRS.
OPEN DAILY .2-6

FROM $75 MO.

KEY

officiate at the dedication and will recite 19th century

214 NAPOLEON RD.

352-119S

HAY
PROFESSOR?
Enjoy country living on this lovely minifarm
within 2 miles of BG limits.
2 YEAR OLD BRICK RANCH with full panelled
basement; 4 bedrooms, formal living room, family
room with fireplace. KITCHEN, DINING ROOM.
2 baths, utility room & 254 car garage overlooking
■ pretty pond.
Large barn full of opportunities with 2 to 6
■eras.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 686-4361
AFTER 5:30 PM

IS
AVAILABLE
TODAY
AT 10 AM.
IN
THE
FORUM

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
VACATION
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave wh«n you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends Holidays
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE

OF THE
STUDENT

TO
CINCINATTI
CLEVELANO
PITTSBURGH
AKRON
DAYTON
ASK

SERVICES
BUILDING

ONE- BOUND- YOU CAN
WAV
TRIP
LEAVE
13.06
9.66
19.36
10.60
S SO

24.80
18.36
36.80
20.16
1«J6

1:50
4:00
4:00

YOU
ARRIVE
7:10
7:50
11:20
8 00
9*0

4.-0B
6:05

your agent about additional departures and return trips

ROSS HOTEL

102 N. PROSPECT

353-5902

AM00
GREYHOUND
..and leave the driving to us-
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Mack: successful talent scout
Editor's note: Ted Mack
appeared last night in the
Grand Ballroom. Union. He
hosted
a
University
"Original Amateur Hour."
ByDkk Berry
Frank
Sinatra.
Ann-Margaret and George
Carlin all have one thing in
common: they all belong to
what led Mack refers to as
his
"Alma Mater ."--"The
Original Amateur Hour."
Acting as emcee from
1<M8 to 1970. Ted Mack

spun the wheel of fortune
for singers, dancers, jugglers
and spoon players who
hoped to get their first
break in show business.
Several performers who
auditioned
for
"The
Original
Amateur Hour"
and were turned down
eventually ended up making
the big time.
MACK SAID
those performers
young singer who
his hips. He was
because producers

one of
was a
gyrated
rejected
thought

they couldn't use him on a
family show.
That singer was Elvis
Presley.
"I guess we didn't know
how
to
recognize
a
millionaire," Mack said.
Mack recalled another
singer with a falsetto voice
who auditioned and was
rejected 10 times because he
knew only one song. That
was Tiny Tim and the song
was "Tip-Toe Through The
Tulips."
Perhaps
the proudest
contribution
of
"The

Original Amateur Hour" to
the entertainment field has
been the 12 singers who
went on to sing with the
Metropolitan Opera in New
York City, according to
Mack
INCLUDED
IN
that
select group is baritone
Robert Merrill.
Mack said he has no
definition of talent but
thinks a large part depends
upon charisma, training,
imagination and drive.

local briefs
Dancers perform
The Personal Development and Life Planning Center
will conduct an alcohol abuse program from I '0-5 p.m.
today in 320 Student Services Bldg. Eric Nicely,
consultant to the Wood County Alcohol Abuse Program,
and Bonnie D. Kttore. director of the Huron County
Alcoholism Program, will be present.
The emphasis of the meeting will be on students of
families in which alcoholism is a problem and will
include a discussion of die do's and don'ts of dealing
with the alcoholic person. The program is free and open
to the public.

Alcoholism talk
The University Performing Dancers will be in concert
at 8 pjn. tonight and tomorrow in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre. Their performance "It's One World-lsn't It,"
will be directed by Marpircl llcskelt. Ii is an original
dance scenerio.
Also featured will be poetry readings by Jess Partner.
The events are free and open to the public.

BARGAIN PRICES
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NtCHT
»u truonm Ii n WITH I.D I
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN M ATINEES
AOwrtOMVII Ml

HELD

CINEMA I

Foul!
****************
BG roundballer Andre D. Richardson, senior, cheats *
bit as he dunks this bucket, discarding his wheels.
(Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

VOLLEYBALL!
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803-813 8th St.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
WITH AIR CONDITIONING
»130 PER MONTH
PLUS ELECTRIC

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
'115 PER MONTH
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS

¥
¥

•130 PER MONTH
FOR 3 OR 4 PERSONS

PORTAGE

t

SEE THE "BAD NEWS BEARS'
TONITE AT 7:30 AND 9:35 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2:00 -7:30 AND 9:35 P.M.

The best American comedy
of the year!
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This Toledo player from a handicapped group of
athletes called the Silver Streaks pops a wheelie after
mining a rebound which Falcon senior John Arnold
quickly snap. Although the crowd was sparse, the
two teams enjoyed the fun. (Newsphoto by Mindy
Milligan)
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SUMMER SPECIAL
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- 2 Pools (1 heated)
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-Security Service
-Cablevision paidfor
1 BEDROOM $36000 FURNISHED
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office at
400 NAPOLEON RD.
352-9135
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SAT. 9-12
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Folk festival features music, food, auction
City Ramblers, featuring Mike Seeger. oldtime and
Muegrass guitarist.
The Ramblers will perform from 6-7
tonight, 3-4 pjn. tomorrow and 1: 30-2:30 p.m. Sunday.
The Dulcimer Alliance from Lima, will perform
Appalachian music and ballads from 1-3 p.m. today,
ll:30-noon tommorrowand 1-1:30p.m. Sunday.
The "king guitarist among guitarists," Norman Blake,
will perform at 6 p.m. tomorrow sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization.
At 6 p.m. tomorrow, the Hot Mud Family, a group from
southwest Ohio that specializes in performing at festivals,
will play ragtime and Muegrass music.

Traditional Folklore of northwesl Ohio will be featured
at the three-day Black Swamp Folk Life Festival which will
begin today at noon outside we stadium.
The festival is part of the Ohio College Bicentennial
Program o( the Ohio American Revolution Bicentennial
Advisory Commission. According to Dr. Joseph Arpad,
festival director, preparations for the event began in March
when the University was awarded a $27,000 grant by the
National Endowment for the Arts in Washington DC.
Arpad said he applied for the grant in the fall and offered
a data teaching the theory of folk life festivals.
THE FESTIVAL will feature 10 musical groups, a
fiddling contest, cooking and baking demonstrations, log
cabin building, traditional dancing and a crafts sale.
Among the scheduled musical groups is the New Lost

THE MORRIS Brothers, a West Virginia duo that has
won several awards, will be fiddling and playing banjos at 3
p.m. today, 2 p.m. tomorrow and 3 p.m. Sunday.

Class' slated performance of comedy
a possible American theatrical first
By Beth Rooney
University students have
an opportunity to witness
an
unusual
theatrical
experience Monday.
For the first lime in
America, the Greek satyr
play "The Cyclops" will be
presented by members of
Dr. Charles R. Boughton's
"Staging
the
Classic"
theater class.
The performances will be
at I and 7 p.m. Monday on
the Ridge Street balcony of
the
Student
Services

Building.
Both
performances arc free and
open to the public.
THE PLAY WAS written
in approximately 440 B.C.
by Euripides, the most
popular comic writer of his
day. It is the only complete
play
of
its genre in.
existence, and director John
Countryman,
teaching
fellow in speech, said this is
probably the first lime the
entire
play
has
been
performed in America.
Euripides adapted the

storyline
almost
wholly
from Book IX of Homer's
"Odyssey."
The
action
concerns the hero Odysseus,
who attempts to resue
himself and a group of
satyrs half-horse, half-man
creatures that worship the
god of wine and fertility,
(Dionysis) from the salvery
imposed by the one-eyed
monster, Cyclops.
The satyr play "is a
strange genre-it's based on a
tragic form, but it has
elements of burlesque and
comedy," Countryman said.

THE

"For example, the satyr
dances are very funny."
Performers include Paul
Causman as the father of
the satyrs, Silenus; Eric
Vaughn as the man-eating
Cyclops, Polyphemus; and
Jim Marino as Odysseus.
The chorus is composed ob
Bill Lapish, Dan Meek. Rob
Morgan, and Fred Bracken.
Other supporting roles are
held by Tim Taylor and
Steve Bailous.
Ruth Seligman designed
the costumes, and chorus
leader
Bracken
was
choreographer
for
the
Sikinnis or satyr dances.

Other groups scheduled to perform at the festival are:
the Victor Gonzalaz Band, a Texas group concentrating on
traditional Mexican music; the Bigelow Family Band, a
26-member senior citizens band from Bowling Green; EZ
Chicago, a polka group comprised of Polish teenagers; the
Front Porch, a bluegrass band and the 80-member Calvary
Baptist Church Young Adult Concert Choir.
Many of the groups will also conduct workshops and
teach participants to play and construct some traditional
musical instruments.
Running continuously tomorrow and Sunday, will be a
fiddling contest divided into three categories: persons under
21, between 21 and 60 and more than 60 years old.
Everyone is invited to participate and cash prizes of $100,
$50, and $25 will be awarded in each catagory.
ARPAD SAID fiddlers from Ohio, Michigan. Indiana.
Pennsylvania. West Virginia and Kentucky are expected to
participate in the contest.
Cooking and baking demonstrations of delicacies from
countries such as Mexico, Greece and Germany will be
featured. The audience will be able to learn how to make
the foods and will be invited to sample them.
Each person who attends the festival is invited to bring
an eight-inch square patch decorated with his name,
birthdate and hometown. The patches will be incorporated
into the Folk Life Festival Quilt which will be sewn by
members of local quilting organizations.
Patches will be judged for the most elaborate, most
unusual, best traditional and best contemporary design.
The quilt will be displayed for six months at the
lluiitington Gallery in Columbus and will be offered to the
Smithsonian Institute for display. The measurements of the
finished quilt will be sent to the Guinnes Book of World
Records.
CONSTRUCTION of a log cabin began yesterday near
the stadium. A crew of six men arc building the cabin
which will later be moved to a Bowling Green park. The
city provided all the materials for the 12 by 15 foot cabin.
The men plan to complete the cabin by 5:30 p.m Sunday
when it is to be dedicated. The Rev. A. Eugene Keil will

SUMMER RATES
Furnished Efficiencies
FROM $75 MO

KEY
•■ a$«s

1976
KEY
IS
AVAILABLE
TODAY
AT 10 AM.
IN
THE
FORUM
OF THE
STUDENT

Throughout the three days of the festival, exhibits of
weaving, candle-making, glass Wowing, needlework,
woodworking, basket weaving, chair caning, silver and
gunsmithing, and musical instniment-making will be
offered.
Sheep shearing, cow and goat milking, butter churning,
open fire cooking and pig culture booths will be featured
during all three days of the festival.
All of these exhibits will be on display from noon-6 pjn.
each day.
THREE auctioneers will conduct the auction of an entire
farm Saturday. Persons are asked to bring any saleable
merchandise to the festival and it will be auctioned on
consignment.
Other displays will include antique farm machinery such
as steam threshers and tractors, and antique cars made in
Toledo during the I')20s and '30s. The Paulding Fire
Department will display dieir Model-T fire engine.
Mexican-American dancing and square dancing are on the
agenda for ° tonight. Ethnic and square dancing will be
conducted tomorrow.
The Black Swamp Almanac will be on sale for 50 cents at
the festival. It contains "bits of logic, formulas for good
cookery, weather prognostications, humor and poetry.
The almanac is the brainchild of those who worked on the
festival and includes a composite history of the Black
Swamp region.
Arpad said he expects 15,000 persons each day at the
festival if the weather is good. All events are free and open
to the public.

COME TO THE
WOOD
BEYOND
THE WORLD!

GREENVIEW APTS.
NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER A FALL QTRS.
OPEN DAILY .2-6

Call 352-0717

Special Summer Rates

NEW ENGLISH
200 SECTIONS
IN

FANTASY!

Call or stop at

IS

THE

John Cohen, a member of the New Loit City RamWen.
will conduct an Ethnographic Film Workshop at 4 pjn.
today, 3 p.m. tomorrow and 12:30 p.m. Sunday. "Musical
Holdouts^" his most recent film, will be shown at each
workshop.

1 Bedroom Furnished from $100 mo.
2 Bedroom Furnished from $11$ mo.

224 E. Wooster for list

HERE

officiate at the dedication and will recite 19th century
prayers.
A blacksmithingcontest will be held at 1 p.m. tomorrow.
The contest will feature several blacksmiths whowUl race
the clock and be judged on the time and the quality of their

214 NAPOLEON RD.

352-119S

HAY
PROFESSOR?
Enjoy country living on this lovely minifarm
within 2 miles of BG limits.

Col. Better's
Flying Grcus
Sun., May 23
2:00 p.m.
Wood Co.
Airport

2 YEAR OLD BRICK RANCH with full panelled
basement: 4 bedrooms, formal living room, family
room with fireplace. KITCHEN, DINING ROOM.
2 baths, utility room & 2'A car garage overlooking
a pretty pond.
Large barn full of opportunities with 2 to 6
acres.

E.PoeRd.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 686-4361
AFTER 5:30 PM

West Unity
MINUTEMEN
Sponsored by
Gari Scot Troop 6,

a Ibvin'
glassful

alto

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
VACATION
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares Share the ride with us on weekends Holidays
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO
CINCINATTI
CLEVELAND
PITTMUP.OH
AKRON
DAYTON

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE
13.05
»*5
19.36
10.60
9J0

24.80
18.35
36.80
20.16
1IJ6

1:50
4:00
4:00
406
5.06

YOU
ARRIVE
7:10
7 50
11:20
8:00
8:00

Ask your .gent about additional departures and return trips

SERVICES
BUILDING

ROSS HOTEL
102 N. PROSPECT

333-5992

GO
GREYHOUND
...and MM the mm* to us
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Mack: successful talent scout
Editor's note: Ted Mack
appeared last nigit in the
Grand Ballroom, Union. He
hosted
a
University
"Original Amateur Hour."
ByDk* Berry
Frank
Sinatra.
Ann-Margaret and George
Carlin all have one thing in
common: they all belong to
what Ted Mack refers to as
his "Alma Mater,"-"The
Original Amateur Hour."
Acting as emcee from
l°48 to 1970, Ted Mack

spun the wheel of fortune
for singers, dancers, jugglers
and spoon players who
hoped to get 'heir first
break in show business.
Several performers who
auditioned
for
"The
Original Amateut Hour"
and were turned down
eventually ended up making
the big time.
MACK SAID one of
those performers was a
young singer who gyrated
his hips. He was rejected
because producers thought

they couldn't use him on a
family show.
That singer was Elvis
Presley.
"I guess we didn't know
how
to
recognize
a
millionaire," Mack said.
Mack recalled another
singer with a falsetto voice
who auditioned and was
rejected 10 times because he
knew only one song. That
was Tiny Tim and the song
was "Tip-Toe Through The
Tulips."
Perhaps the proudest
contribution
of
"The

Original Amateut Hour" to
the entertainment field has
been the 12 singers who
went on to sing with the
Metropolitan Opera in New
York City, according to
Mack
INCLUDED IN
that
select group is baritone
Robert Merrill.
Mack said he has no
definition of talent but
thinks a large part depends
upon charisma, training,
imagination and drive.

local brief
Dancers perform
The Personal Development and Life Planning Center
will conduct an alcohol abuse program from 1 '0-5 p.m.
today in .120 Student Services Bide. Eric Nicely,
consultant to the Wood County Alcohol Abuse Program,
and Bonnie D. Ettore. director of the Huron County
Alcoholism Program, will be present.
The emphasis of the meeting will be on students of
families in which alcoholism is a problem and will
include a discussion of the do's and don'ts of dealing
with the alcoholic person. The program is free and open
to ihe public.

«

Alcoholism talk
The University Performing Dancers will be in concert
at 8 p.m. tonight and tomorrow in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre. Their performance "It's One World-lsn'l It,"
will be directed by Margaret lleskett. It is an original
dance scenerio.
Also featured will be poetry leadings by Jess Partner.
The events are free and open to the public.
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This Toledo player from a handicapped group of
athletes called the Silver Streaks pops a wheelie after
miming a rebound which Falcon senior John Arnold
quickly snags. Although the crowd was sparse, the
two teams enjoyed the fun. (Newsphoto by Mindy

Foul!
BG roundballer Andre D. Richardson, senior, cheats a
bit as he dunks this bucket, discarding his wheels.
(Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)
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SEE THE "BAD NEWS BEARS'
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•130 PER MONTH
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by Garry Trudeau
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Friday May 21, 1976
Active Christians Today Lunch & Bible study. 603 Clough
St. Noon, & 1 p.m.
Personal Devel. Si Life Plan. Center will sponsor an
Assarflvaness Training Workshop Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. Bldg.
1-5 p.m. Free & open.
Saturday, May 22, 1976

nNAL<30MP€TmONS1RM SATURIW
ATTHEIWNTEDRDCK

Stud. Council for Except. Child, picnic. Carter Park, on
Campbell Hill Rd. So. of Great Scot 3:00 p.m. Charcoal,
lighter fluid & beverage provided. Bring your own dinner.
Zeta Phi Beta first annual May Day festivities beginning at 1
p.m. at Starling Farm. Awards will be given to top winning
teams.
LOST AND FOUND

1 or 2 to subl. for sum.
Very cheap. 352-0186 or
2-3259.

LOST: 1 opal necklace on
gold chain. Lost Sat. nita.
Reward. Call 372-5586.

BARN OF GEMS
Semi Precious Stones
Jewelry & Stone Art
Findings & Mineral Specimens
AND

Looking for
rmmte. sum.
inexpensively.
super deal!
352-6093 after

Porch Sale: 402 E. Court St.
Frl. nnon-5. Sat. 10-5. Solid
Cherry bed, misc. fum.,
books,
art
supplies,
turntable & more.
Need cash? Will buy used
furniture. Call 686-4445.

F. rmmte. needed for sum.
Call Cathy, 352-2740.

Eunies Bar. Happy Times.
Thurs. »12 p.m. 809 So.
Main St.

2 students needed to rent 3
bdrm
house
for
sum.
A-Frame on 8th St. ax.
offer. $50/mo. 352-3048.

FINDERS
OVERSTOCK
SALE. Prices reduced.

WANTED:
COOK
TO
COOK
FOR
FRAT.
HOUSE.
APPROX.
48.
372-3946; Dan or 372-3746
Jim.
1 f. needed apt.
$70/mo. 352-8362.

76-77.
d

M. grad. student wants to
share 2 bdrm. apt. w/same.
John Holian, 6683 Orchard
Blvd., Parma His., Ohio
(216)884-4663.
1 f. rmmte. needed
summer. 352-2869.

AT DOMINO

2 QUARTS OF
COKE WITH THE
PURCHASE OF
A LARGE 1
ITEM PIZZA

1 QUART OF
COKE WITH THE
PURCHASE OF A
SMALL
1 ITEM PIZZA
A '1.20 Vafu*
A +0' Valw
Anything else Is second best
FREE KITES FOR THE ASKING
THE PIZZA

tiim«MM>M»

352-5221

2 or 3 f.
qtr. to live
No
lease;
Call
Denise
5 p.m.

Yard Sale: 432 S. Enterprise
Apt. B. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. now
til Fri. Antiques, formals,
jumpsuits, jeans sizes 7-12.

WANTED

b

only.

PERSONALS

EMPA
Emotional
&
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M&F 1-3
p.m. T., W.. Th., 6:30-9:30
p.m.

MONDAY
MADNESS

.

LOST: Watch on Ridge St.
toward
Library.
Jane,
21227.
^^^^^

SERVICES OFFERED

fflin THE
iriE ntiumi
wr ,>gs>
WITH
RETURN OF

PEOPLE

1 f. needed, fall
240-QT. 2-1622.

Drivers w/cars & waitresses.
Apply in person Crusty's
Pizza Pub. 532 E. Wooster.

See us at the Folklore Festival
BGSU
MAY 21, 22, 23

OF BGSU

LOST: Car keys, 8 keys, br.
leather
holder.
Reward.
2-1785.
..

HELP WANTED

INDIAN TURQUISE & SILVER
FROM
THE GREAT WEST

GO WILD

2 m. rmmtes. needed for
next
yr.
65/mo.
Call
372-3459.

LOST: Glasses, aviator type
Br.
hard case.
Reward.
2-1043.

WINTER AND SUMMER
TRADING POST
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61
62
64
36
66

Song for Sills
Newts
French cheese
Hand or wing
Neighbor of 46
Down
59 Moo

DOWN
Island nation
Fanner's team
Put on
Runs sway
Scapegoat:
Slang
French article
Sharpness
Distribute
Aaron, for
am ample

mm

TO

newts fimf

rUli.li I

10 Star in Draco
11 Dry
12 Former, old
atyle

14 Smartly dressed
17 Garment
21 SchiapareUi and
others
23 Backslide
28 Herald of spring
28 Circumvent

—a®**- CL3SSIFIED —«*®fc~
CAMPUS CALENDAR

})K^W^ HLLMEUR BUTTERCUP

1
2
3
4
6

41

46

81 Carry: CoUoq.
63 Examine closely
63 Desolste
neighbor: Abbr.
66 Lisper's reply

29

■ ll'l

80 Saul'i grandfathar

84 Botswana s

35

43

12

rr TF

37

■

39

10

cj elate

;
■•

34

33
36

'Brzan Meets Mc Potatohead

9

■ 20 121
■22

LAW!

39 Chamiatry
suffix
40 Cartain dacka

W

19

19

38 Cruiainc

17

16

25

34 Fountain order
38 Life: Prefix
36 YeUowiehbrovra
37 Cartain

/

6

s

27 Sidewalk sights
29 Piarraand
others
SO Norwegian
writer
31 Relative
32 Ruminants
34 Erstwhile fairy
tale prince
37 Roaaian writer
38 Fresh
i
Phrase
40 Coach's forte
43 Torn piece
44 Speek foolishly
46 European
48 Lariat: Sp.
49 Important educational gpa
60 Man's name:
Abbr.

41 lUhgious
group
42 Savingi:
Colloq.
44 Jets
4« G.I.'aaddraaa
47 Bobblad
49 Speak as s child
63 Comestible
57 Cake.inCedii
68 Problamafor

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AesOtWEVt!
/mmoNON

for

M. Serious student 841
Luter
Apts.
$120/mo.
372-3985 after 5.
2 f. rmmtes. 76-77 school
yr. Univ. VIII. $26S/parson/
q t r.
Call
Carol
372-5619/372-5621.
F. for 76-77 5 min. from
campus. $75/mo. 352-3467.
F. rmmt. for sum. own rm.,
$60/mo. Closej to campus.
Call after 5:00; 352-5437.

AX Baby Lyres-Thanx for
the yummy breakfast-Your
Porker Sisters.
Phi Psi's-We didn't forget
ya-thanks for the warm
up-lt was lots of fun.-The
AX's.
Alpha Xi's; We enjoyed
being
your
secret
sorority-the Alpha Gams.
Thanx Xi's we couldn't have
made it without your trlka,
the Alpha Phi's.
This thanks is late, but the
Phi Delt-Phi tea did rate.
Thanx, the Alpha Phi's.
This
weekend
will
be
GREAT! Sae you all at
Indian Lake. Lets make it
Alpha Sig Weekend!
Look out ALPHA ZEE'S.
The Delts will really please!
This afternoon will make
you swoon, so put your
dancin' shoes on & flame!
Roll on your purple & gold
wave!
Congragulations

Debbie

$250.

Jones,
1976
Delt
Sweetheart. Love, the DZ's.

work
on
engine.
352-4456 Deb.

Congrats Laura on being
elected President of Golden
Torch! Love, your Gamma
Phi Sisters.

64
VW
Bug,
custom
interior, 8 track runs good.
$300,372-5051.

Between 2 and 2:30 head to
403 Bromfield. I have a
friend for you to meet. His
name
is Joe.
Introduce
yourself! DZ love, your Big.
Happy
Birthday,
Down
NEXT?!

Belated
Kathy!
tonight.

Congrats
Union.

to

all

21st
Party
What

BG

Gay

Come to the Oxford house
at 518 E. Wooster where
you can find plenty of
shirts, slacks, sportcoats &
leisure
suits
priced
at
ridiculcxisly low prices.
Phi Psi's are in there for a
helluva night, we'll drink &
we'll dance in the cool
moonlight. So dates get
ready for Friday night we'll
get down & get drunk till
the sky turns bright!
Grubs,
We
remembered
you! Congrats on your first
in low B. Sail on to Boston!
Love, Your roomies.
THE
HUN
PARTY
IS
TODAY' H.C. TOON, WILL
YOU GET ANOTHER ONE
OF
HER
SHIRTS
TONIGHT?
Hundreds of items on sale
NOW
during
Sound
Associates
GIANT
WAREHOUSE SALE. Many
items priced at COST. 248
S. MAIN.

'70 Ford Torino GT, power
steer, power disc, brakes,
aut.
good
cond.
Call
352-1183
after
6
or
372-5085.
Red 1970 MGB-GT wire
wheels,
ex.
cond.
Ph.
Defiance 784-1538 after 5
p.m.
'72 Comet, 3 speed,
mileage. 372-3579.

Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.
URGENT - APT. TO SUBL.
2-MAN
$75/MO.
CALL
352-5750.
4 f. for 2 bdrm. furn. apt.
living rm., kite, bath, study
rm.. front & back porches.
Free wash & dry. a/cj 'sun
deck. $250 plus util. Lease.
Call
3530055
from
8:30-4:30 M-F.
Apt. to subl. for sum. a/c. 2
bdrm., close to campus.
Univ. VIII. 352-6268.
1. 2, & 3 bdrm. furn. apts.
for sum. 8,/or fall. 352-5239
or 823-7555 after 5.
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind
Burger
Chef)
CARTY
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (ltt
blks
from
Towers).
2
bdrm-4
man apts.
(Will
place 1-2-3- students into an
apt. to fill 4 man apt.)
Summer rates for 1-2-3-4
students. 352-7365.

SUMMER
WE NEED YOU!!! To elect
JIMMY
CARTER
IN
OHIO!!! Call 2-1087.
The TKE Alums are coming.
& the Grand Crysopholus
too! Brothers get your dates
& be ready to party at the
Tau
Kappa Epsilon Red
Carnation Ball!
Alan-Congrats
on
being
tapped into ODK. What an
honor! Love, Your Disco
Queens.
RITES OF SPRING TEAMS
You can bring pledge
money to WFAL. up until 3
p.m. Friday.

APARTMENTS.

352-4671 or 352-1800.
FOR SUMMER
521
E.
MERRY. NEAR UNIV.. 2
BDRM, 4 PERSON. FURN..
A/C, FREE CABLE, WASH
& DRY AVAIL. ENTIRE
SUMMER
$300
PLUS
ELEC. JUNE 18-SEPT. 5
352-6489.
Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.
For summer 256 S. College,
Apt. A. furn. 3 bdrm. June
15-Sept.
15. Total rent.
$300. Deposit $75. Call
353-3611 or 352-6489.

FINDERS-OVERSTOCK
SALES. Prices reduced.
Eunies Bar. Happy Times.
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 So.
Main St.
FOR SALE
Tandem bike at bast offer.
Good cond. Call 372-4810.
Mini-refrig. Call 2-5790.
TR-6 1973 Sun/fun; am,
fm; custom bumpers; area
419 collect 473-2267 or
531-4314.
1968 VW Fastback. Needs

Univ. Vil. & Courts fall apts.
avail. Office open
11-3 I
daily.
235
Mercer
or
3520164.
«
Preferred Properties renting
for sum 8. fall. Special sum k
rates.
$300.
For
info. ,
352-9378.
606 E. Wooster, across from
Founders
sum. lease,
2 '
bdrm..
turn.,
$390/sum. .
287-4686.
i
Furn. house avail, for sum or
fall.
353-9462
days
or
288-2474 after 7.
<
APT. FURNISHING SALE. '
Ca.ll 352-7619 for details.
,

■i*:-:*:-:*:-:-:*:*:::*^^^

Newsline can get the answers
Call 372-2693 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Newsline will get action fast for you.

low
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Only Young makes MAC first team
By Gref Smith
A«rsUnt Sports Editor
Mid-American Conference (MAC) champion Eastern
Michigan University (EMU) placed four players on the
first-team all-MAC baseball squad announced Wednesday.
Bowling Green's Kip Young who repeated his first-team
honors of a year ago. was the only Falcon on the elite
squad despite high batting averages of freshmen Jeff Groth,
Chuck Black and Jim Selgo. The freshmen sensations were
one of the most pleasant surprises for coach Don Purvis this
season.
Before yesterday's final games, Groth was batting a
team-high .376, had stolen 12 bases in 14 attempts and had
homered seven times. Black, who has played in every BG
contest, lead the team in six offensive categories and had
set three season records. Selgo was batting .364 and had 26
RBI in limited action.
DONT THESE rookies deserve a little more than just an
honorable mention award''
Well, maybe not if you look at the all-MAC selections in
the baseball-tough conference. Yes. the baseball-tough
MAC. The MAC schools hold a 2111-1 advantage over Big
Ten schools, while EMU defeated NCAA baseball
powerhouses Southern California and Arizona State. And,
even Texas, has heard of the MAC as Central Michigan
University (CMU) won II of 14 contests in the southern
states.

Senior EMU shortstop Glenn Gulliver, the MAC'sleading
hitter, is a top pro prospect as many of the rest of the
first-team selection are. Gulliver's batting average is
hovering around .500, while second-team shortstop Terry
Tyson, the University of Toledo (TU), batted J44 and tied
a school record for most hits.
SURE, BLACK'S .347 batting average looks good, but
defense was also a deteimining factor and his 19 errors leads
the Falcon.
At the hot comer, Selgo can not YET compare to Ohio
University's (OU) senior Bob Brenly. Braily baited .361
and broke the school record for most total bases. The third
sacker's 10 homers tied Mike Schmidt's mark.
Schmidt is now tearing down the National League fences
with the Philadelphia Phillies. Brenly, whose career batting
average is .370. is in pretty good company.
Bob Brannock was the second-team pick from Ball State
University (BSU). Btannock. who was the Cardinals' most
valuable player, had 48 RBI and 45 hits.
Again, Selgo must sit and wait, but continue to produce.
In the outfield, BSU's Demetrius Sanders. CMU's
J ohn Northrup and TU's Lenny Matuszek represent the
MAC very well as first-team picks. All three players played
for Purvis in the Central Collegiate Illinois League last
summer.
MATUSZEK CARRIED the weakest bat of all the

Diamondmen blifzed in Detroit;
drop JJ of last 14 outings
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
I don't want it. you can
have it, was the name of the
game as the Bowling Green
baseball team lost their final
doubleheader of the 1976
season, 8-4 and 9-4, to
Detroit in the Motor City
yesterday.
Bowling Green finished
its season at 33-20, while
the Titans closed out their
1976 campaign at 28-18.
The Falcons were 3-11 in
their last 14 games.
In the opener, the Titans
scored six times in the first
inning on only two hits.
Detroit took advantage of
four walks, an error, and a
Hoop single in the uprising.
"THE WALKS were the
whole story of the game."
said coach Don Purvis.
"We gave them the game. A
pitcher has to get the ball
over the plate."
Stu
Thiede
relieved
starter Romie Schwieterman
(1-5) after the senior
lefthander walked the first
four batters. Ted Kazanski's
three-run triple was the big
blow in the initial inning.
The Falcons came back

with four runs in the third
inning as Garry Kohorst
drew an one-out walk an
moved to third on Fred
Jereb's double.
Senior
Randy
Law
followed with a sacrifice fly
deep to centerfield before
Larry Owen whal loped his
ninth homer, which tied a
season record set in 1964 by
Tom Tiet tmeyer.
"I NEVER HIT a ball
that hard in my life," said
Owen. "It was a thigh-high
fastball."
Owen hit another home
run earlier in the year that
would have broken the
home run mark, but the
umpire mistakenly ruled the
hit a ground-rule double.
Law and Steve Di Lucca
both hit towering fly balls
that we . just one outs in
the mammoth park. The left
and rightfidd foul lines
were 380 and 440 feet,
respectively,
while
the
centerfield fence measured
540.

ABORTION
•125.00

In the nightcap, the
Falcons drew first Mood,
scoring a run in the second
on Mike Lanseer's sacrifice
fly. Ron Manser's single and
Ron
Ullery's
double
preceeded Lanser's long
sacrifice.
BG ADDED a pair of
runs in the third inning on
Owen's
record-breaking,
two-run homer, a shot over
the leftfield fence.
The Titans later rallied

ABORTION
Sim ting Rale
$12.1
I 21 II '.' nrvgnuney
In Kiinatrd fov
l.ui'usi'il CynecohgU
., osi ro voun A»I A
I .Nl SI » AC'l itll "> ANO
MODI »IN Tt CMNKJurS

CALL TOLL FREE
800-362-1205

for seven runs on seven hits
off loser Gary Kite (54) to
lake a 7-3 lead.
Even though the Falcons
slumped off in the latter
part of the season, they
cracked the record book 18
times. Seven of them were
individual marks that were
broken and two others were
tied.
There were nine team
records
smashed,
too,
including most victories in a
season.

HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
ARTS.

1-800-438-5534

705 7th STREET

time, dt the,

SUMMER
JOBS. JOBS, JOBS

ALPHA GAM FLAMER
TONITE — OTSEGO PARK

College trained men and women will be
considered to supplement our permanent
staff in district offices throughout the United
States.
These positions are full time summer
jobs. We arc searching for applicants who
are ambitious, dependable and hard working.
Excellent opportunity for advancement.
You may continue to work on a parttime or full time basis next fall if you desire.
For district office address or for appointment with our local manager. Call Robbie,
after April 18th. 9 a.m. to 5p.m., Mon..
thruFri.

r% H

I LEASING FOR FALL$

Ridge Manor

|

»320 - 9Vi mo.
300 - 12 mo.
fully furnished
- all utilities paid

CALL 332-0717
>1HHHHMr**********i

t
t

PATRICK O.
MURPHY

*
*

The Brothers of SIGMA ALPHA EPS1LON sadly
announce the death of PATRICK Q. MURPHY
He is survived by 2 winos from Dayton, and a
degenerate from Cleveland's east side. Prior to
Paddy being donated to Seagram's Distillery
for memorabilia, his body will be on display
for viewing at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon House
tonight, Friday, May 21st from 7-9 pjn.
The entire campus is welcome. B.Y.O.B.

{

i

MAC roundup
on page 8
************

* SEWING t
f MACHINE *
t REPAIR t
* IN YOUR ROOM j
* CLEAN. OIL, ADJUST*
{
ALL MAKES
J,

* 352-5600 :
*
hrs. 10-5
*************

Here are the nialcluips by position:
CENTKR-Dave Cowcns should give rookie-of-the-year
Alvin Adams all he can handle throughout the series. The
key here will be keeping Cowcns out of foul trouble.
FORWARDS-llere I have to rate them about even.
Boston's Paul Silas is a tough rcbounder and made the
all-NBA defensive team. John llavlicek is still hurting, but
aging veteran Don Nelson will want to go out a winner in
his last season. The Suns' Gar Heard and Curtis Perry both
are good rehounders. hut llicir scoring has been erratic.
GUARDS-Boston gets the edge here with Jo Jo White
and Scott. Kevin Stacottl provides adequate bench support.
Westphal and rookie Sobers are no match for the Boston
duo.
After picking the Boston-Cleveland series correctly. 1
have to go with the Celtics in five games.

**%

WAYNE
APTS.

SUMMER
SPECIAL

DELUXE 2 BDRM
FURNISHED APTS

••••••••••••

APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL
CALL FOR APPT.
372-0052
irNOANSWLR
CALL 352-3029

724
Sixth St.

2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

$

100°° per month
call 352-0717

A EAST MOVE
CAN SAVE YOU A
FISTFULL OF
DOLLARS ON A
GREAT SUMMER
VACATION.

.\

519 Ridge St.
»290 -9'/» mo.
270-12 mo.

ALL IN ALL, six seniors, four juniors, two sophomores,
and a freshman, TU's designated hitter Marty Frank, were
named to the MAC first-team. Northern Illinois University
was the only MAC school without a first or second-team
representative.
EMU's Ron Oestrike was named MAC coach of the year.

AFTER DEFEATING the Cleveland Cavaliers in six
games, the Boston Celtics jppcar lo be the favorite for their
I 2th National Basketball Association (NBA) title in the
last two decades.
The Phoenix Suns arc no doubt the Cinderella team of
the NBA this season. The Suns will be appearing in tlieir
first championship finals.
An interesting malchup should occur at guard with Paul
Westphal going against Boston's Charlie Scott. The two
high-scoring guards were traded lor each other before the
start of the season.

Before June 1, buy a one-or
two-month Greyhound Ameripass at
pre-summer savings. Get as much as
two months of unlimited travel,
all over America, for what one month
will cost this summer.

1-242-9597

*

AGAIN, DEFENSIVE ability might have played a big
part in the final decision. Krul made only two errors all
season while Owen had \2 miscues. But if there's a better
throwing catcher, who is feared by more base runners than
Larry Owen, I have yet to see him.
Young joins a trio of fine starting pitchers, who
combined this year for a 39-9 record. Young has an I \-2
mark and a 2.01 ERA. The senior righhander whose career
record is 37-6. holds many of BG's pitching records. EMU'S
one-two pitching punch of Bob Owchinko and Bob Welch
were unanimous first-team picks, while TU's junior lefty
Mike Rachuba completes the staff.
The only Falcon on the second-team team was junior
pitcher Jim Joyce. Joyce hurled seven consecutive wins
during the crucial part of the year, while posting a 7-3
mark. The righthander filled in well as BG's second starter
after Mike Male was injured early in the season.

The Bowling Green lacrosse team will host the Alumni
tomorrow at 2 p.m. at Doyt L. Perry Field. Coach Jim
Flaunt, BG's first captain of Mickey Cochrane's teams, will
not play in the exhibition contest, but graduate assistants
Denny Vereb, Paul Wayne. Mike Wilcox, Pete Farrell and
Verne Zabek are expected lo be in full gear.

352-6293
APIS AVAIl AI3LL
lO'RSUMMIH

are. readu
for a oood,

OUL fHCt

first-team members, batting .300. Again, another BG
freshman, Groth, must sit and wait, but continue to
produce.
OU also placed first baseman Emil Drzavich and Les
Ream, a second baseman on the elite squad, EMU catcher
Jerry Keller was the first-team receiver.
Keller batted .377 and led the Hurons with 51 RBI and
nine homers. TU senior Herb Krul, who was the
second-team choice, baited .341, had 37 RBI, nine homers
and 45 hits.
But where does that leave Falcon catcher Larry Owen''
Owen leads the team with eight homers, 37 RBI. 8h total
bases and is batting .360. Owen also has 17 more hits than
Krul.

1954-1976

Plan your summer vacation nghl now
Before June 2nd
Buy a one month or a two-month Ameripass and
get yourself some big. pre-summer savings Your
lower-priced Ameripass will be good, alter June 2nd
lor one or two months ot continuous travel
Besides pre-summer savings, you'll also gel
yourself a ticket to unlimited travel all over America
and Canada The freedom to go where you want
when you wani See what you want to see Stop off
and visit friends Set your own itinerary
With every Ameripass you'll get special discounts
on hotels, meals sightseeing and other good
things as you travel too
So get going on your summer vacation now. and
save money

SEE HOW YOU'LL SAVE
Cost
now

Cost
alter June 1

Savings

15-Day
SI 25
One-Month 175
Two-Month 250

Unavailable
$250
350

S 75
100

Ameripass

130 E. CONGRESS. DETROIT
313-961-9808

Mid-American Conference tournament roundups

Track, tennis teams jump off to good starts
Eastern Michigan's Dave Smith, Ihe MAC cross country
champion last fall, successfully defended his title will) a
29:20.3 liming in 75-degrec heat.

By Bill Eslep
Sporls Editor
OXFORD - The falcon Hack squad placed second in Ihe
lone final event and the tennis team remained in title
contention during the opening day of competition
yesterday at the Mid-American Conference (MAC) Spring
Championships at Miami University.
NCAA S.OOO-mctcr qualifier Tim Zumhaugli clocked a
29:32..? to lake runner-up honors in the six-mile run and
garner IK points lor Ihe Falcons.

EASTERN ALSO gratified fifth and sixth in (he event to
give Ihe 1974 titles! 13 poinls and first place heading inlo
today's four finals in numerous preliminaries. Bowling
Green is second followed by Western Michigan (six poinls)
and Ball Stale (four points).
The only oilier action on Ihe track included the flrsl live
events ot the 10-evenl dccathalon.

'

Dave Cianclli, who had competed in the event only once,
at last year's championships, and first timer Jell Opelt
stand 10th and eighth, respectively, with today's final five
events remaining.
Opelt. whose best finish was a third-place lie in the
100-meter dash in 11.5. has 3,236 points, while Cianelli has
3,191.
THE BG NETTERS, last-place finishers a year ago.
advanced four singles players oul of yesterday's
preliminaries.

By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor

O PORTS
Friday, May 21 1976

Perhaps when all University students are
hauling final examinations in two weeks.
Ihe Falcon goll team will be basking in Ihe
Albcqucrquc. N. Mcx. sun.
Perhaps.
Unless the Bowling Green contingent
captures the Mid Auiencan Conference
(MAC) title, which won't he easy hul can
be done, ihe linksters will lake then exams
on lime.
Bui Ihe six-man squad and coach John
Piper would prefer lo be in Alhequeiquc
fa the NCAA championships June 7-12.
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Two women golfers qualify nationally

Season ends - almost
Bowling Green'l women's
golf leam finished its spnng
seasw lasl weekend with a
fifth place showing out ol
10 schools al Ihe Ohio Slate
Women's Gall Invitational.
Two
iii
BCi
loin
entrants qualified for the
Association
oI
Intercollegiate Athletics foi
Women (AIAW) nationals
which will he held June
14-19 ai Michigan State
University.
Peg Gibbons and Karen
Parshal led the
falcon

linksters with two-day totals
ol 179 and 174 respeclively.
Myra Vanlloose of Ihe
University
of Kentucky
copped lirsl place in the
tournament wiih a 159. An
18-hole total of HO or heller
was needed to qualify for
nationals.
"KAREN PLACED tenth
in
individual
standings
which is excellent," head
couch Delores Black said.
"Karen
and
Peg
will
represent us al nationals in
June."
Jane Sltalhman and Carla
Schneider shot respective

scores of 181 and 201 to
give (he women golfers a
leam lotal of 735 and their
fifth-place
tournament
finish.
An
always
strong
Michigan State team look
lop honors followed by the
Buckeyes of Ohio Slate, Ihe
University of Kentucky and
Perm State.

THEY'LL
MAKE
then
bid
foi
westbound tickets this weekend al Miami
University's Hueslon Woods course outside
ui Oxford, The Redskins are hosting ihe
annual MAC spnng sports championships
.is k'.igue teams in track and tennis
yesterday began competition t"i respective
crowns.

"This was
our final
tournament of the spring."
Black said. "I fell we had a
good year and next year,
under a new structure, we
hope for an even more
rewarding year."

BG stands ilmd in ihe 10-team field
after 36 holes with a 759 lotal. First-hall
leadei Northern Illinois set Ihe pace with a
749 with second-place Western Michigan al
758.
And there's jusi a 12-siioke difference
between Ihe Falcons and ninth-place Ball
State, defending champions.
Nevertheless, Pipei remains opttmistic
aixun .i strong BG showing tins weekend.

All fight is still on
MUNICH
(AP)--An
American
promoter
of
Muhammad
All's
t i lie
defense ■gainsl European
heavyweight
champion
Richard
Dunn
reported
yesterday that the light was
close to cancellation, then
said a problem Involving a
$225,000 shortage had been
resolved.
"The fight's on. We've
goi ten satisfaction," said
Roberl Aium. a New York
lawyer whose Top Rank,
Inc.. has control ol the
television rights to the fight
here Tuesday.
Alter a
morning ol
discussions wiiii ihe German
co-promoters ol ihe tighi.
Arum
laid
thai
an
agreement had been made
on ihe payment ol Ali's
taxes dial satisfied the
parlies Anim had asserted
that the Germans were
$225,000 "away from the
figure dial the contract
specified."
ARUM MET with ihe
>:-m*:-:««:*:*tt^^

With the semi-final single matches and preliminary
doubles action slated for today, the Falcons arc in third
place with eiglil points. Miami and Toledo lead the 10-team
chase with 10 lollowed b\ the Falcons and Ohio Universit;

Title, sunshine on linksters' minds

The BG Ne^J

By Sue Caser
Sports Writer

With each winner laking their matches in straight sets,
junior Glenn Johnson (number one singles). Tom Olson
(number two), and seniors Doug Dennis (number live) ana
D^ive Trimble number six all won. Brian Hulfer (number
four) and Rob Dowhng (number three) were the only BG
losers.

German group during Ihe
morning and said he had
given
them a
Monday
deadline lo produce the
money. Then after more
lalks he rcporled thai the
problem was resolved.
There was no comment
from Piomol. a corporation
grouping
two
German
lawyers, a lax accountant
and a diamond merchant.
Some
of I heir cash
difficullies apparently came
from ticket sales that were
under expectations. Piomol,
which under the contrail
receives most of ihe live
pile, scaled ticket prices to
a $400 lop al nngside in the
12,000-seat Olympiahalle.
ACCORDING TO Arum,
the missing $225,000 is a
lax credit relating to Ali's
purse. He said Top Rank
li.nl paid Ali $1 million in a
letter of credit and that the
Germans had come up with
about $425,000 so far.
Arum also claimed thai

the
German
promoters
owed Top Rank $125,000
he said his corporation laid
(Hit to pay for Ihe lelevision
production. The light is
scheduled to be shown live
on home TV in the United
Slates.

"I'M LOOKING forward to turning the
young lions loose." ihe seventh-year
Falcon menloi said Wednesday evening
about lus youthful sextet.
Three freshmen-Steve Cruse. Pat Dugan
and Jell Parsans--will join .i pan ol
sophomores-Johnny Miller
and
Gary
Treater—and seniat captain Steve Mossing

Falcon golf coach John Piper is looking forward to
"turning his lions loose" this weekend at the MAC
championships in Oxford. (Newsphoto by Jim
Osborn)

in BG'shncup for the final 36 holes.
And while Piper can always look to the
tuture with eager anticipation, he hasn t
overlooked Mossing's contributions lo Otis
bunch.
"Sieve's done a iieniendous job ol
leadership, and he's done so all year." Piper
said.
Dugan leads the Falcons al the turn with
a 14" total, lying for sixth among 60
individuals. He's lollowed by Trealer
(ISO), Miller (152), Mossing (153) and
Cruse (155).
PARSONS IS replacing junioi Jim
Decker, whose So and 81 lasl weekend al
Western Michigan were both thrown oul
each tb)
"I checked back and Parsons' scores
have been counted eight ol Ihe 10 rounds
he's played in." Pipei said. "He played well
at Findlay Monday (76) and he played well
.n Inverness in I'oledo Tuesday
In the MAC championships, like almost
all major college tourneys, only Ihe lop
live individual scores each round count
toward ihe leam lotal.
TEE-OFF TIME today and tomorrow is
8 a.m al the Hueslon Woods course,
located in a state park ol die same name,
Although some 800 yards longer than lake
Poster, where lasl weekend's action look
place, the Hueslon Woods layout has the
same par. 72.
Northern's Mick Soli, who has led Ihe
MAC .ill spnng in average, will go alter his
second straight individual crown with a
live-shot
advantage ovei lus nearest
compelilcn
Sob's 137 leads Western's Mike Hurley 'J
142 and Toledo's Barry Good's 144.
Ilinlcs was co-medalist two years back.

Women netters at USTA tourney
By Sue Caser
Sports Writer
On the road one more
time.
And away goes Bowling
Green's
women's leiinis
leam to the United Stales
Tennis Association (USTA)
sectionals lo he held this
weekend at Ohio State
University.
I ighicen schools from
the Midwesl region will be
participating
in
the
three-day event and many
of Ihe faces will be the
same. Ohio State and Miami

University, who finished
first and second respectively
lasl
weekend
in
Slate
tournament
competition,
are highly favored again.
BG will be going with its
nunihei
Iwo and three
singles and nnnibei one and
two doubles. Sophoinoie
Mary Km/. Ihe Falcons
number one singles player,
will not he participating due
lo a previous academk
engagement.
"MARY WILL not be
going and that might hint us
a little," head coach Janet

Parks said, "But I do believe
we will make a respectable
showing."
Kni/'s absence
might
bun ihcni. bin ihe women
net ten have a lot of depth
within this yeat 's squad and
should do well. Font of (he
six members going to die
sectionals arc competing in
ilicn lust yeai of Bowling
Green tennis.
Freshmen
Baib Swick
(number two singles) and
Carol Rantala and Robin
Ziska (nunibei two doubles)
have
respective
season
records
Of 7-2 and 6-3.

Number three singles Pally
Pil/. a junior transfer, also
has a 6-3 season mark.
SENIORS Sue Ruperl and
Jonalee
Wiandt,
BG's
number
one
doubles.
recorded
live
victories

this

\ e.i i

againsl three-

defeats

ii could prove lo be an
interesting tournament."

"It's dillicull lo know
the caliber of latent III the
suiriHinding slates." Parks
said, "Inn out girls have
been playing well lately and

The falcon women lost
eailiei litis season 10 Miami.
9-0. and finished ilnul in
state tournament behind
Ohio State and Miami.
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A salute to 'Nate the Great'
1
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor

The following is an open lellei lo Cleveland's
6-11 reserve center Nate Thunmiud, a fonner
Bowling Green athlete, who was forced Into a
starling role against the Boston tellies when Jim
Oiones fractured ins foot.
Congralulalions. Nale.
No, this is not a sarcastic remark reflecting Ihe
most recent defeat against ihe Celtics dial
knocked the Cavaliers out of the National
Basketball Association playoffs.
Instead, it's a compliment to a tremendous
athlete dial inspired a bunch of young basketball
players and made them a championship
contender.
THE CHICAGO BULLS thought you were
washed up. So did oilier various sporls writers
and broadcasters throughout the country. Al
leasi one man, Cav coach and general manager
Bill Filch, thought differently.
Longtime Cavalier fans myself included should
be grateful to you and Fitch, Ihe genius lhai
knew much more than die other critics.
I saw you play the final lime you dressed in a
Chicago Bull uniform al ihe Richfield Coliseum.
The desire, deleiminalion and defensive ability
was still there. Bui. the slowdown Bull offense
didn't lit your style.
Then came last Thanksgiving eve, and
Cleveland announced its startling trade-yourself
and Rowland Garret t for Steve Patterson and
Eric Fernstein. At that time, I felt that I either
regarded you too highly or that Chicago had ihe
worst front office in ihe league.

AT THAT POINT in Ihe season, the Cavs were
0-11, losing close games because Chones didn't
have an adequate replacement. Both Luke Wine
and Patterson couldn't play wilh consistency.
You could and did.
Cleveland went on to win ihe Central Division
crown over the talented Washington Bullets with
a 49-33 record. That's 43-22 since you.
affectionately nicknamed "Nate the Great" in
Northeastern Ohio, came on Ihe scene.
Although your rcgular-scasiii role didn't entail
much playing time, yon showed your true
stamina, strength and endurance duiing Ihe
Celtic series.
Minus one ("hones, a permanent fixture in the
Cavalier lineup all year, it took the leam jusl one
half to gel used to a full-time Nate Thunnond
running up and down the court.
In that first half, Cleveland fell behind by 17
points, bui then neariy came from behind to give
fans at the Boston Garden fits in Ihe latter half.
AS A 13-YEAR veteran, you amazed me by
slaying with the Celtics' 6-9 redhead Dave
Cowens. There is no question in my mind dial in
game two, you were given the shall by an
official—Darryl
Garret tson --who
always
anticipates calls.
I saw more than 35 NBA games this year,
either in person ot on ihe lube, and many limes I
had Ihe displeasure of watching Garret tson call a
game. FiKKigh said about al least two o( the
limes thai he blew the whistle on you while you
were leaping up. swatting at an and touching
nothing bin basketball.
After game II. I became even more amazed by
your performances. Your offense came back. Ii
was Nate from 20 feet-good. Turnarounds from
15 feet-good. Hooks over Cowens-good. Indeed,
a pleasure lo a basketball and Cavalier fanatic
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Before Ihe regular season had ended, and
before the Cavs had won their division, a Boston
Celtic was quoled: "Nate Thurmond would get
my vole as Most Valuable Player in the NBA."
He probably feels Ihe same now. So do I.
PAUL WESTPHAL means a lot to Phoenix,
jusl as Cowens does lo Boston and Rick Barry
does I,, Golden State. But I feel thai even though
sou didn't have an outstanding season like the
Othei three NBA stars, you contributed just as
much lo Cleveland and maybe more than the
others.
Youi greal knowledge and patience worked
miracles for this young, upstart quintet.
A writer from Sports llluslrated took a cut
ai you dunng the middle of the season,
insinuating that you couldn't win Ihe big ones.
Boston was a seasoned leam. It'll probably win
die NBA title over Phoenix, for ihe same reason
thai the Cavaliers fell victim lo those Green
(lovers.
An experienced club doesn't make as many
mistakes as an inexperienced playoff leam. Thus,
a
leam
like
Boston
makes
ils
own
breaks. Cleveland didn't get them, and you
can't be faulted in not leading Cleveland lo the
world championship.
You have said thai you'd like lo play another
year, specifically in Cleveland, before jumping
back into your business endeavors out west.
Ii might he next year-most likely your
last-that you will receive Ihe ultimate honor as
die worlds best.
In the minds of many Cavalier spoil fans,
you're the best right now. Cleveland spoil fans
had nevei been so crazed since ihe 1948 Woild
Series victory by the Indians.
Again, until the same lime next yeai.
congralulalions.

Nate

Former Bowling Green ail-American Nate Thurmond (42) drives
on Boston's Dave Cowens (left) during game three of the NBA
playoff series, won by the Celtics, four games to two. Paul Silas
(right) also applies pressure on Thunnond, who was traded to
Cleveland early this season. (AP Wirephoto)
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